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Over decades, Space has taken an increasingly important 
role in all the aspects of our daily life. As a result, we are now 
permanently connected to and through ‘Space’. The strategic 
features of Space have evolved from being very important at 
the early stages of the adventure, especially in terms of pow-
er credibility, to being vital. Our societies’ progress is defini-
tively interlaced with Space.

Moreover, new technological and industrial developments 
have created a so-called ‘new space’ environment. It is more 
affordable and, as a result, allows for easier access to Space 
becoming open to more customers, service and solution pro-
viders, and new lucrative businesses, including Space tourism. 
These extraordinary factors along with increasing strategic 
concerns have drastically transformed the environment now 
commonly described as congested, contested, and competi-
tive. What is more, it is likely only the beginning of a new era.

Following this evolution, allies and NATO have developed 
their own vision for Space. Consequently, NATO declared 

publically in December 2019 that Space, which ‘is increasingly 
important for the Alliance’s and Allies’ security and prosperi-
ty’,1 must now be addressed ‘as an operational domain to 
ensure a coherent approach for integrating Space into NA-
TO’s overall deterrence and defence posture’.2

Within this new framework, NATO has developed an ambi-
tious Overarching Space Policy that begins with a five to six 
year ramp-up period. There is a significant amount of work 
to be carried out to achieve the ambitious objectives. A 
wide range of activities must be developed, including but 
not limited to: collective space awareness, framework and 
guidance, concept, doctrine development, education and 
training, etc.

In this context, France has offered to support NATO’s Imple-
mentation Plan by creating and establishing a Centre of Ex-
cellence (COE) dedicated to Space on its territory. In response, 
the NATO Military Committee has accepted the French pro-
posal on 29 January, 2021.

The new NATO  
Space Centre of Excellence
A Newcomer in the World of Space Expertise for NATO’s Benefit
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To help establish the NATO Space COE, a roadmap has been 
developed by France in coordination with the NATO Military 
Committee. Only two years have been allocated to stand up 
the COE and, eventually, acquire NATO accreditation. There 
are four major milestones on this roadmap. Two of them are 
represented by the Establishment Conferences, which gather 
all prospective Sponsoring (NATO) Nations. The first one oc-
curred in Paris (in November 2021) and the second one took 
place in Toulouse (in March 2022). These conferences enabled 
the development of the concept for the COE, the operational 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) describing the fu-
ture relationships between Sponsoring Nations, and the 
functional MOU addressing relationships between the NATO 
Space COE and Allied Command Transformation (ACT). Be-
sides, during the second Establishment Conference, nations 
shared their intent to fulfil some of the COE’s positions, giving 
tangible breadth to the project.

The third milestone is the signing of the operational MOU. 
This key event will mark the dawn of NATO Space COE’s histo-
ry. At this stage, the COE will have an International Military 
Organization status.

The second half of 2022 will be devoted to acquiring NATO 
accreditation. This period will culminate with the final mile-
stone, an in situ accreditation assessment led by ACT. Eventu-
ally, a NATO staffing process should conclude with the COE’s 
accreditation and the signing of the functional MOU. Thereup-
on, the NATO Space COE build-up will continue over a three-
year period, to reach full operational capability, by mid-2025.

As far as its mission framework is concerned, the COE will pro-
vide knowledge, analysis, and products covering Space oper-
ational functions as described by NATO (to Space, in Space, 
from Space). It will promote Space expertise sharing and in-
teroperability and establish a bridge between NATO and all 
relevant national and international Space organizations from 
all sectors (Defence, Civil, Industry, and Research).

The NATO Space COE will focus on key roles of NATO pertain-
ing to Space. By design, the COE will address NATO require-
ments through the four core pillars:

• Education, Training, Exercise, and Evaluation;
• Analysis and Lessons Learned;
• Doctrine and Standardization, and
• Concept Development and Experimentation.

The COE will be located in Toulouse at the heart of a valuable 
Space ecosystem, which will offer the ability to take advan-
tage of world-class Space resources and expertise. It will facil-
itate monitoring of the latest trends, detection of technologi-
cal breakthroughs and educated assessment of the 
consequences to identify risks, threats, and benefits for NATO 
and the allies.

The Joint Air Power Competence Centre (in Kalkar, Germany) 
is and will remain an essential partner for the NATO Space 
COE for several reasons. Firstly, JAPCC has developed a Mili-
tary Space Doctrine. As NATO Space COE is embracing the 
Space domain, a handover of the Space subject matter ex-
pertise between the two COEs is already ongoing. Hence, the 
NATO Space COE will capitalize on the JAPCC’s work to en-
hance, develop, and expand its Space doctrine roots to cover 
the whole Space domain. Secondly, the Air domain has a 
unique, historical, and natural connection with the Space do-
main. Finally, the JAPCC, as an experienced COE, can provide 
advice in terms of organization and relationship within the 
COE world.
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